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San Jose Criminal Defense Attorneys

Dealing with criminal charges can be frightening experience. A criminal conviction

can lead to a jail sentence, loss of employment and severe damage to your

reputation. Whether you are only the target of an investigation or you have been

formally charged, you will be faced with difficult decisions that will have far

reaching and long lasting implications. As a recent study shows, the consequences

of a criminal conviction in Santa Clara far exceeds any other county in California.

The first step in resolving a criminal charge is to consult with an experienced

attorney and formulate a strategy for the best possible outcome.

Summit Defense is an Exclusively Criminal Defense firm based in San Jose. Our

experienced attorneys can help you extricate yourself from the potential life

altering consequences of a criminal charge. We recognize the stakes and can

anticipate the prosecution’s next move to formulate a strategic response.

Experience Matters

Our team of criminal lawyers has the benefit of 120 years of combined experience

dedicated exclusively to Criminal justice. Whether you are charged with a DUI or a

complex criminal matters in state or Federal court, our team has the necessary

skills and experience to help you obtain the best possible outcome.

Former Prosecutors on Your Side

Our team consists of carefully selected Criminal Lawyers with a vast background

and experience. Our managing partner was the supervising District Attorney for

years prior to entering private practice. This experience allows our team an inside

understanding of the process by which the Santa Clara’s District Attorney’s office

builds cases. We understand their priorities and use that insider’s perspective to

your advantage.
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Some of the more common types of cases we handle in San Jose are:

Domestic Violence
DUI/Drunk Driving
Theft and Shoplifting
Sex Offenses
Embezzlement
Hit and Run
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